Ms. Joy’s Grade 1 English Class
Date: July 9th, 2021

Class: 1-1

Wonders 1.5 Week 3 Leveled Reader
Name: ________________________________

The Wright Brothers
8 Words - Match the words and the pictures.
A. create: to make something
B. interested: If you are interested in something, you really enjoy doing
it.
C. statue: a figure of a person or an animal in stone, metal
D. honor: to show respect and how much you are thankful for
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; Comprehension Questions
1.

Wilber and Orville are the __________________ brothers.

2. Orville is older than Wilbur.
3. They enjoyed learning and making things.
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4. Wilber stayed home for ____________ years to get better after getting
hurt.
5. As they were working in a print shop, what did they invent?
a. a printing press
b. wooden letter stamps
c. a better printing press
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6. How was Wright brothers’ bike different from other bikes?

(Choose 2)

a. It had bigger wheels.
b. It was safer.
c. The wheels were the same size.
d. It could go faster.
7. What made boys be interested in flight? ____________ __________
8. What did the brothers make in 1902?
9. Where did the brothers test their first air plane?
10. Kitty Hawk is by the beach.

[ O , X

]

11. Why did they choose the place to test their plane?
a. It had soft sand dunes.
b. It had strong wind.
c. It had wide open spaces.
d. It was usually sunny.
12. For how long and far did their first plane fly? _____________________
13. Orville died first because he was sick.

[ O , X ]

14. What was the statue for? to ____________ the Wright brothers.
More practice on “Problem & Solution”

To get better, he stayed home.

They tested their idea to see if

He spent the time reading and

they were right. They used

taking care of his sick mom.

model wings and wind tunnels.

